Position for a PhD researcher – Project WinTherface

**Description:** one position for a researcher with a PhD in the scientific area(s) of Hydrology, Hydraulics, Fluid Mechanics (including multi-phase flows) or CFD in the scope of project WinTherface. The work is aimed at the development of a HPC compliant numerical model, the planning and supervision of laboratory experiments. WinTherface addresses the study of mass exchange driven by wind and temperature in lake-wetland interfaces and its impacts on the water quality, through a multidisciplinary approach integrating field, laboratory and numerical work.

**Deadline:** 20th December 2018

**Salary:** monthly remuneration corresponding to level 33 of the single remuneration table of Portuguese public service workers (TRU).

**Place of work:** Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa

**+Info:** Ana Margarida Ricardo ([ana.ricardo@tecnico.ulisboa.pt](mailto:ana.ricardo@tecnico.ulisboa.pt)) or Rui M.L. Ferreira ([ruimferreira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt](mailto:ruimferreira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt))